Date:

May 13, 2022

To:

Interested Person

From:

Tim Heron, Land Use Services
503-823-7726 / Tim.Heron@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE I DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition
then scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the
decision, you can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this
decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 22-123986 DZM – SIGNAGE AND
ENTRY FEATURE

GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

David Hardister, Woodblock Architecture, david@wblock.com
827 SW 2nd Ave, Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204

Owner:

Spaig North Williams LLC
701 5th Ave #5700
Seattle, WA 98104

Owner’s Agent:

Gus Baum, Security Properties Multifamily Development Company
701 5th Ave Suite 5700
Seattle, WA 98104

Tenant:

Shane Opper, Matador PDX North
4111 N Williams Ave
Portland, OR 97217

Site Address:

4141 N WILLIAMS AVE

Legal Description:

Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:

BLOCK 26 INC E 1/2 VAC ALLEY LOT 1-8 EXC PT IN ST INC W 1/2
VAC ALLEY LOT 11-16, ALBINA HMSTD; BLOCK 26 INC E 1/2 VAC
ALLEY LOT 1-8 EXC PT IN ST INC W 1/2 VAC ALLEY LOT 11-16,
ALBINA HMSTD
R010505330
1N1E22DB 12600
2630

Neighborhood:

Boise, contact Owen Gabbert at boiselanduse@gmail.com
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Business District:
District Coalition:
Zoning:
Case Type:
Procedure:
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Soul District Business Association, contact at info@nnebaportland.org
& Williams Vancouver Bus. Assoc., contact info@williamsdistrict.com
Northeast Coalition of Neighborhoods, contact at info@necoalition.org
CM3dm, Mixed-Commercial 3 [CM3] with design overlay [d] and
centers main street overlay [m]
DZM, Design Review [DZ] with Modification Request [M]
Type I, an administrative decision with appeal to the Oregon Land Use
Board of Appeals (LUBA).

Proposal:
The applicant requests Design Review and a Modification through Design Review approval
for new signage and an entry threshold feature at the SE corner of the Peloton Building
facing the intersection of N Williams Avenue and N Mason Street. Signage will face both N
Williams Avenue and N Mason Street.
The new signage, per Portland Title 32 Sign Code 32.24.010 Sign Face Area, F. Individual
elements measurements, includes a majority square footage of “non-sign area” due to the
individual signs’ proximity to each other. While new “actual” signage on N Williams Avenue
frontage is 32 SF total measured individually, the Sign Code measurement is 105 SF total.
Similarly, while the new “actual” signage on N Mason Street is 45 SF total, the Sign Code
measurement is 158 SF total.
Per Portland Sign Code 32.34.020.B.3.c and Table 2, Additional Standards in Overlay
Zones. Signage in the C zone must meet the standards of the RX zone, which may be a
maximum of 50 SF. Therefore, a Modification Request through Design Review is required.
Modification to the Sign Code is requested through Design Review:
• Maximum Sign Area 32.32.020 (Table 32.32-2): to increase the maximum 50 SF sign
area to 105 SF for the N Williams Avenue frontage, and 158 SF for the N Mason Street
frontage.
Design Review is required because the proposal is for non-exempt exterior alterations in the
Design “d” Overlay Zone.
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the criteria of Title 33. The relevant
criteria are:



Portland Citywide Design Guidelines
33.825.040 – Modifications Considered through Design Review

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The site is a nearly full-block parcel in the Boise neighborhood with
slightly over two acres of land. With frontage on N. Williams, Skidmore, Vancouver and
Mason, the project is at the north edge of the rapidly developing Williams-Vancouver area.
The site previously had a single-story concrete block office and retail building along the
easterly portion of the block, with the remainder occupied by surface parking and
landscaping. A small single-story commercial office building and associated surface parking
lot occupy the southwestern corner of the block, under separate ownership. Unlike most of
the adjacent blocks to the north and south, there is no platted alley running north-south
through the site.
The surrounding area is a mix of newer multi-story mixed-use developments, older singlestory industrial and commercial buildings (many of which have been converted in recent
years to retail use), and both homes and apartments. West of the site along Vancouver
Avenue, the character of the area is generally residential and older, and characterized by
mature landscaping and 1- to 2-story homes. Across Skidmore to the north is a large
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church building and a nearly-finished new apartment building. East of the site another
mixed-use apartment building is under construction on a block whose east half is primarily
single-family homes. To the south is a mix typical of the neighborhood: single-family homes,
a single-story industrial warehouse/manufacturing use, and a newer two-story office
building.
The surrounding streets are improved with paved roadways, curbing, and paved public
sidewalks. Williams and Vancouver operate as a couplet with dedicated auto and bike
lanes, but limited on-street parking: Williams traffic heads north, and Vancouver traffic
heads south. North Skidmore is a moderately busy east-west street that connects to
adjacent neighborhoods. North Williams, Vancouver and Skidmore all share the same
Transit Access, City Walkway and City Bikeway designations in the City’s adopted
Transportation System Plan (TSP). North Mason is a local service street for all modes in the
TSP.
Zoning: The Commercial/Mixed Use 3 (CM3) zone is a large-scale zone intended for sites in
high-capacity transit station areas, in town centers, along streetcar alignments, along civic
corridors, and in locations close to the Central City. It is intended to be an intensely urban
zone and is not appropriate for sites where adjacent properties have single-dwelling
residential zoning. The zone allows a wide range and mix of commercial and residential
uses, as well as employment uses that have limited off-site impacts. Buildings in this zone
will generally be up to six stories tall unless height and floor area bonuses are used, or plan
district provisions specify other height limits. Development is intended to be pedestrianoriented, with buildings that contribute to an urban environment with a strong street edge
of buildings. The scale of development is intended to be larger than what is allowed in lower
intensity commercial/mixed use and residential zones. The Design overlay zone is applied to
this zone.
The “d” overlay promotes the conservation and enhancement of areas of the City with special
historic, architectural or cultural value. New development and exterior modifications to
existing development are subject to design review. This is achieved through the creation of
design districts and applying the Design Overlay Zone as part of community planning
projects, development of design guidelines for each district, and by requiring design review.
In addition, design review ensures that certain types of infill development will be compatible
with the neighborhood and enhance the area.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include the following:
•
•

LU 14-106239 DZM – Design Review approval of the 6-story Peloton mixed used
retail and housing building, and
LU 14-222880 DZ – Design Review approval for alterations to the previous approval
under LU 14-106239 DZM.

Agency Review: A Notice of Proposal in your Neighborhood was mailed on April 14, 2022.
Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on April 14,
2022. One written response has been received from either the Neighborhood Association or
notified property owners in response to the proposal.
•

Kendra Goffredo, emailed 4/27/22, wrote with concerns that the signage and entry
threshold feature's materials, craft, size, context, and ornamental details are not
coherent with the rest of the building, nor are they coherent with the place and
neighborhood in which the business will exist.

Staff Response: Staff appreciated this testimony and fully reconsidered the Portland
Citywide Design Guidelines approval criteria after receiving this email with concerns as
noted above. With additional consideration Staff determined the Design Guideline
approval criteria were well met, in large part due to the craft and quality of materials, the
well-proportioned detailing of the threshold feature and integrated signage, and
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ultimately found the proposal will be a positive addition to the N Williams Avenue
streetscape alongside many different types of businesses and storefront expressions.
Additional information in the Findings below.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
[1] Chapter 33.825 Design Review
Chapter 33.825 Design Review
Section 33.825.010 Purpose of Design Review
Design review implements the Design overlay zone, strengthening these areas as places
designed for people. Design review supports development that builds on context, contributes
to the public realm, and provides high quality and resilient buildings and public spaces.
Section 33.825.055 Design Review Approval Criteria
A design review application will be approved if the review body finds the applicant to have
shown that the proposal complies with the design guidelines for the area.
Findings: The site is designated with design overlay zoning (d), therefore the proposal
requires Design Review approval. Because of the site’s location, the applicable design
guidelines are the Portland Citywide Design Guidelines.
Portland Citywide Design Guidelines
The Portland Citywide Design Guidelines consist of a set of guidelines for design cases in
community planning areas outside of the Central City. The Portland Community Design
Guidelines focus on three tenets: Context, balancing the aspirations of the future desired
character with today’s setting; Public Realm, strengthening a building and site’s
relationship with the public rights-of-way and open spaces; and Quality and Resilience,
underscoring holistic site and building designs that benefit people and climate.
Staff has addressed only the Design Guidelines applicable to this proposal.
01: Build on the character, local identity, and aspiration of the place.
Possible design approaches may include, but are not limited to:
 Community - Relating to the local community’s identity, history, and cultural values
and places.
 Architecture - Taking cues from desired character of existing architecture.
 Nature - Reflecting and enhancing local natural resources such as rivers, streams,
buttes and vegetation.
Findings: This proposal achieves this guideline by enhancing the street level pedestrian
experience with interesting features such as sculpted shapes set within columns. As a
wayfinding element serving as the front door for this new restaurant, the design’s detailing
and scale responds to a vibrant neighborhood that consists of many various ground floor
shops and restaurants with apartments above. The sculped metal elements, decorative
wrought iron arches and subdued lettering, add interest to the streetscape and engages the
pedestrian. The element will also serve as a boundary between the sidewalk and patio
seating.
This guideline is met.
02: Create Positive Relationship with surroundings.
Possible design approaches may include, but are not limited to:
 Building Massing - Developing effective placement and proportion of building massing
toward adjacent lower-scale development and residential uses.
 Street Wall - Maintaining a vibrant street wall with continuous storefronts along
historic main streets.
 Connectivity - Creating visual and physical links to adjacent pedestrian pathways and
neighboring open spaces.
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Adjacent Historic Landmarks - Deferring to the neighboring historic landmark through
massing and urban form.

Findings: The proposal meets this guideline by taking cues from neighboring buildings. The
neighboring buildings are primarily multistory buildings with ground floor businesses that
break down the scale of the buildings and activate the sidewalk and building corners with
individual storefronts, ground canopies and main entrances. The design also enhances the
street corner by adding a threshold feature that announces the entry of the restaurant and
defines the outdoor seating area. The proposed structure will be freestanding with no
connection to the existing building element. Integrated within the threshold element are
well-crafted signs that visually integrate with the existing building’s architecture with
comparable sign areas, aligning with other building sign datums, which respect existing
businesses and storefront designs on this and adjacent block frontages.
This guideline is met.
03: Integrate and enhance on-site features and opportunities to contribute to a
location’s uniqueness.
Possible design approaches may include, but are not limited to:
 Natural Resources - Minimizing site disturbance and integrating topography and
natural resources found on-site.
 Viewpoints - Integrating views to community points of interest.
 On-site Older Buildings and Historic Resources - Retaining existing older buildings and
historic resources.
 Social and Cultural Significance - Incorporating a site’s significant cultural or social
history.
Findings: This is achieved by creating a unique design element that enhances an active
street corner. The tenant’s signage is a unique to this location but would be recognizable to
the other two locations within the City on East Burnside and NW 23rd. The unique siting of
the structure at this site however will not only create visual interest but act as a strong
wayfinding element for the restaurant’s entry.
This guideline is met.
04: Design the sidewalk level of buildings to be active and human-scaled.
Possible design approaches may include, but are not limited to:
 Ground Floor Heights - Designing buildings with taller, more adaptable ground floors.
 Multiple Entries and Windows - Offering more than one entrance along the ground
floors of buildings to provide “eyes on the street” and avoid blank expanses of walls.
 Weather Protection - Providing protection from wind, rain, and sun.
 Lighting - Enhancing safety and visibility for pedestrians and highlighting special
building features.
 Residential Setbacks - Creating soft transitions while separating private spaces from
public spaces.
Findings: The design meets this criterion by activating and enhancing the corner with a
welcoming entry, seating, and a unique sculptural signage element that engages people at a
human scale. Lighting will be limited to decorative sconces mounted on the columns of the
structure. The sign letters will be backlit and string lights suspended over the patio seating
area within the boundary of the freestanding sign structure. The proposed lighting will not
impact the skyline at night. Weather protection is provided by an existing canopy that
covers the entry and a portion of the outdoor seating area. There is an existing large
overhead door that serves the patio space that will be open in warm weather, creating an
inviting indoor/outdoor atmosphere at the building corner.
This guideline is met.
05: Provide opportunities to pause, sit, and interact.
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Possible design approaches may include, but are not limited to:
 Seating - Providing a variety of seating types for passersby and building users.
 Integrate Bicycles - Designing open spaces that accommodate parking for bicycles.
 Art/Water - Designing spaces that can integrate opportunities for art, stormwater or
water features.
 Enclosure - Offering a comfortable buffer and distinction from the public realm.
 Trees and Landscaping - Promoting health and wellness by helping to mitigate the
effects of urban heat island.
Findings: The proposal provides a defined edge that will create a sense of enclosure and an
area for patrons to sit, eat, drink, and socialize.
This guideline is met.
08: Design for quality, using enduring materials and strategies with a coherent
approach.
Possible design approaches may include, but are not limited to:
 Unity - Expressing a clear and coherent design approach to unify building.
 Articulation - Highlighting function, hierarchy, or spaces through small breaks in
form.
 Application of Exterior Materials - Expressing the building design with hierarchy, shifts
or repetition.
 Quality of Materials - Providing quality, resilience, and durability in construction and
execution of details.
 Building Openings - Offering permeability, depth, and texture.
Findings: The element’s heavy gauge stainless steel cladding and decorative wrought iron
elements provide a durable yet interesting design element that engages the public at the
street level. The black steel structure will integrate well with the dark bronze and black
steel components of the existing façade/storefront while not overshadowing the building’s
architecture.
This guideline is met.
[2] Modification Considered Through Design Review
33.825.040 Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements:
The review body may consider modification of site-related development standards, including
the sign standards of Chapters 32.32 and 32.34 of the Sign Code, as part of the design
review process. The review body may not consider modifications to standards for which
adjustments are prohibited. Modifications are done as part of design review and are not
required to go through the adjustment process. Adjustments to use-related development
standards (such as floor area ratios, intensity of use, size of the use, number of units, or
other standards that are calculated based upon the size or intensity of the use such as the
quantity of parking and loading spaces) are required to go through the adjustment process.
Modifications that are denied through design review may be requested as an adjustment
through the adjustment process. The review body will approve requested modifications if it
finds that the applicant has shown that the following approval criteria are met:
A. Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines;
B. Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose
of the standard for which a modification is requested; and
C. Mitigation of impacts. Any impacts resulting from the modifications are mitigated to
the extent practical.
The following modification is requested:
• Modification to the Sign Code is requested through Design Review to Maximum Sign
Area 32.32.020 (Table 32.32-2): to increase the maximum 50 SF sign area to 105 SF for
the N Williams Avenue frontage, and 158 SF for the N Mason Street frontage.
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Purpose: These regulations balance the need to protect the public safety and welfare, the
need for a well maintained and attractive community, and the need for adequate
identification, communication and advertising. The regulations for signs and awnings have the
following specific objectives:
A. To ensure that signs and awnings are designed, constructed, installed and maintained
according to minimum standards to safeguard life, health, property and public welfare;
B. To allow and promote positive conditions for sign communication while at the same time
avoiding nuisances to nearby properties;
C. To reflect and support the desired character and development patterns of the various
zones, overlay zones, and plan districts and promote an attractive environment;
D. To allow for adequate and effective signs in commercial and industrial zones while
preventing signs from dominating the appearance of the area; and
E. To ensure that the constitutionally guaranteed right of free speech is protected.
Findings: The modification, with the below noted Conditions of Approval, will enable the
proposal to better meet design guidelines 01: Build on the character, local identity, and
aspiration of the place, 02: Create Positive Relationship with surroundings, 04: Design the
sidewalk level of buildings to be active and human-scaled, and 08: Design for quality, using
enduring materials and strategies with a coherent approach, meet the purpose statement of
the Sign Code, and mitigate impacts.
The proposal includes adding new signage that is integrated with a freestanding outdoor
threshold feature. The new signage, per Portland Title 32 Sign Code 32.24.010 Sign Face
Area, F. Individual elements measurements, includes a majority square footage of “non-sign
area” due to the individual signs’ proximity to each other. While new “actual” signage on N
Williams Avenue frontage is 32 SF total measured individually, the Sign Code measurement
is 105 SF total. Similarly, while the new “actual” signage on N Mason Street is 45 SF total,
the Sign Code measurement is 158 SF total. Per Portland Sign Code 32.34.020.B.3.c and
Table 2, Additional Standards in Overlay Zones. Signage in the C zone must meet the
standards of the RX zone, which may be a maximum of 50 SF. Therefore, a Modification
Request through Design Review is required.
The new signage elements are integrated within the threshold element by virtue of their
framed placement within the black steel structural columns and across the header
elements. The signage elements are well-crafted decorative wrought iron and stainless-steel
that provide a durable yet interesting design element that engages the public at the street
level. The signage is also modest in scale, measured individually for a total of 32 SF facing
N Williams Avenue and a total of 45 SF facing N Mason Street, and visually integrate with
the existing building’s architecture with comparable sign areas, aligning with other building
sign datums, which respect existing businesses and storefront designs on this and adjacent
block frontages.
As the total “actual” sign area is 32 SF along N Williams Avenue and 45 SF along N Mason
Street if the individual signs are measured separately, a Condition of Approval will restrict
the “actual” sign are to the areas as shown on Exhibit C3.
Lighting will be limited to decorative sconces mounted on the columns of the structure. The
sign letters will be backlit. To maintain a well-integrated and crafted appearance, a
Condition of Approval for no exposed electrical conduit will be required to hide this
otherwise utilitarian aspect of electrical service to the lighting elements.
With the Conditions of Approval for no exposed conduit and a maximum sign area of 32 SF
along N Williams Avenue and maximum sign area of 45 SF along N Mason Street per Exhibit
C.3, the Modification approval criteria are met.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
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Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have
to meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The
plans submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all requirements of
Title 11 can be met, and that all development standards of Title 33 can be met or have
received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review, prior to the approval of a
building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The design review process exists to promote the conservation, enhancement, and continued
vitality of areas of the City with special scenic, architectural, or cultural value. The new
signage and entry threshold feature meet the applicable design guidelines and modification
approval criteria and will be a welcoming addition to the N Williams Avenue mixed use
corridor. Therefore, the proposal warrants approval.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval for new signage [105 SF facing N Williams and 158 SF facing N Mason Street] and
an entry threshold feature at the SE corner of the Peloton Building facing N Williams Avenue
and N Mason Street.
Approval for Modification to the Sign Code is requested through Design Review to Maximum
Sign Area 32.32.020 (Table 32.32-2): to increase the maximum 50 SF sign area to 105 SF
for the N Williams Avenue frontage, and 158 SF for the N Mason Street frontage.
Approval per the approved Exhibits C-1 through C-4, signed and dated May 11, 2022
subject to the following conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
conditions (B through E) must be noted on each of the 4 required site plans or included
as a sheet in the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears
must be labeled "ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE - Case File LU 22-123986 DZM." All
requirements must be graphically represented on the site plan, landscape, or other
required plan and must be labeled "REQUIRED."
B. At the time of building permit submittal, a signed Certificate of Compliance form
(https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/623658) must be submitted to ensure the
permit plans comply with the Design Review decision and approved exhibits.
C. Maximum sign area of individual sign elements is 32 SF along N Williams Avenue and
maximum sign area of individual sign elements is 45 SF along N Mason Street per
Exhibit C.3.
D. No exposed electrical conduit.
E. No field changes allowed.
Staff Planner:

Tim Heron

Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on May 11, 2022
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed May 13, 2022
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on March
17, 2022, and was determined to be complete on April 11, 2022.
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Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed
under the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore
this application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on March 17, 2022.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may
be waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant did not
waive or extend the 120-day review period. Unless further extended by the applicant, the
120 days will expire on: August 9, 2022.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on
the applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development
Services has independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has
included this information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined
the information satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria.
This report is the decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City
and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any
project elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on
the plans, and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use
review, any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the
proprietor of the use or development approved by this land use review, and the current
owner and future owners of the property subject to this land use review.
This decision, and any conditions associated with it, is final. It may be appealed to the
Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA), within 21 days of the date the decision is mailed,
as specified in the Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 197.830. Among other things, ORS
197.830 requires that a petitioner at LUBA must have submitted written testimony during
the comment period for this land use review. Contact LUBA at 775 Summer St NE Suite
330, Salem, OR 97301-1283 or phone 1-503-373-1265 for further information.
If you are interested in viewing information in the file, please contact the planner listed on
the front of this decision. The planner can provide some information over the phone. Please
note that due to COVID-19 and limited accessibility to paper files, only digital copies of
material in the file are available for viewing. Additional information about the City of
Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning Code is available on the
internet at https://www.portlandoregon.gov/citycode/28197.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
• Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded after May 14, 2022 by the Bureau of
Development Services.
The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
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Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final
decision is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has
begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final
decision, a new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the
remaining development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit
may be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a
permit, permitees must demonstrate compliance with:
•
•
•
•

All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land
use review;
All requirements of the building code; and
All provisions of the Municipal Code for the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Statement
1. Original submittal narrative and drawings
2. Response to testimony
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Site Plan (attached)
2. Enlarged Site Plan (attached)
3. Elevations (attached)
4. Elevations/ Images (attached)
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses: No responses were received.
F. Correspondence:
1. Kendra Goffredo, emailed 4/27/22, wrote with concerns.
G. Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Incomplete Letter

The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access
to information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days
prior to the event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300
(TTY 503-823-6868).

